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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate five different volatility forecasting models 

that are used to calculate financial market risk. The models are used on both daily 

exchange rates and high-frequency intraday data from four different series. The 

results show that time series models fitted to high-frequency intraday data 

together with a critical value taken from the empirical distribution displayed the 

best forecasts overall.   
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1. Introduction 

Since the late 2000s financial crisis the importance of risk management has once 

again become the focus.  Value-at-Risk (VaR) is the most common measurement of 

market risk used by financial institutions today.  VaR is defined as the potential loss 

in value of a certain portfolio with a given probability over a stated time horizon. 

The Value-at-Risk methodology has gained huge success among financial market 

traders through its simplicity and straightforward risk measurement. It provides an 

observable estimate of the potential risk for a given portfolio measured in the given 

currency. Its performance depends heavily on the accuracy of the volatility 

forecasts and the quantile estimation of the distribution of standardized returns 

used in the VaR calculations. Value-at-Risk estimates varies depending on 

estimation technique, hence are the improvement of the forecast models 

performance in focus. However, since volatility is an unobservable variable, the 

evaluation of the different models is complicated. Standard error measures as 

RMSE, MAE and MSE become less relevant as there is no actual true value to 

compare the forecasted estimate with. Standard error measurements can still me 

used if compared to the Realized Volatility (RV) or an estimate taken from models 

such as GARCH instead. This is however not ideal as the models forecast estimate 

will be evaluated by another estimate.  

 

In this paper, three different time series models are fitted on high frequency 

squared realizations (Realized Volatility) and two different parametric models are 

analyzed and evaluated. All five models will be assessed with a critical value from 

the commonly assumed Gaussian distribution and with a calculated empirical 

critical value, both at 1% and 5% significance level.  

 

The object with this paper is not only to compile the comparison study made, but 

also to address practical problems and assumptions that arise when using the tests 

in practice. 

2. Volatility models 

2.1 ARMA applied on Realized Volatility 

Merton's (1980) and Nelson's (1992) work contributed a new approach for 

estimating volatility for financial data. The sum of high frequency squared 
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realizations has proven to be a consistent and unbiased estimate for the variance of 

a random i.i.d variable i.e.  

        
 ̂  [∑     

  
   ]       {

 [    ]                                              

 [         ]                   
                    

Where the returns (    ) naturally are used as the realization for financial data 

series. This approach manages to get precise volatility estimates without any 

excessive distribution assumptions. However, the performance of RV depends on 

the frequency range for the intraday data. The choice is a trade off between a too 

high frequency that results in unwanted noise due to micro market effects and a 

too low frequency that loses information resulting in underestimation of the 

volatility.  The volume of trading must be taken into consideration when 

determining the appropriate frequency applied. Data-sets with high volume of 

trading manage lower frequencies better without introducing unnecessary noise. 

Hence no definitive range does exist, although 5- or 10-min frequencies are used as 

a standard for large stocks and/or currency exchange rates. The autocorrelated 

characteristics of the new RV series make it possible to apply standard time series 

models such as ARMA (Autoregressive Moving Average) to produce forecasts. 

ARMA (1,1) consists of a AR(1)- and MA(1) –model combined as one like the 

following: 

 

      ∑   
 
         ∑   

 
            

         

                       AR-part                 MA-part         

 

with a weight restriction of |  |    for the model to be stationary. The main 

advantages of modeling RV are the absence of assumptions required regarding the 

distribution, while at the same time containing more information than estimations 

computed from daily data.  Nevertheless, with intraday data new difficulties arise. 

In practice, the necessity of evenly distributed sampling for each trading day of the 

week may cause unwanted problems i.e. if the trading day ends earlier each Friday 

the RV estimate contains less observations and will hence underestimate the 

following trading day's forecast.  This problem can be fixed by redefining when the 

week starts and ends so that it contains five equally long trading days. Even though 

this is possible in research it is a very problematic and time consuming process in 
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practice and thus less common compared to simple approaches like Historical 

simulation.  

2.2 GARCH 

The Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (ARCH) model introduced by 

Engle (1982) and Bollerslev (1986) is a parametric model applied to financial data. 

ARCH models specify the necessary parameters needed to explain the behavior of 

the financial series; they are then estimated with maximum likelihood or set 

manually. While most other models regularly require heteroscedasticity in the 

residuals to produce unbiased estimates this is not the case for ARCH models, using 

the fact that squared financial returns tend to cluster allows ARCH models to model 

the serial correlation by using historical values.  

 

In this paper, GARCH (1,1) and EGARCH(1,1) will be used as they are the most 

acknowledged variations in the family. GARCH (Generalized Autoregressive 

Conditional Heteroscedasticity) is the most common generalization of ARCH and 

can be described as: 

 

     
    

  
 
 
          

       
  

 

Where   
 is the conditional variance that is modeled by its historical value and the 

previous day’s squared returns (    ).  For GARCH to be statistically correct, the 

assumptions that       
     

       
     and that the residuals are 

independent identically distributed are needed. Nelson published a further 

extension of GARCH in 1991 (EGARCH) where the restrictions of the parameters are 

re-specified so that non-negative weights become possible. This enabled the model 

to react asymmetrically to the volatility by using logarithmic values instead as 

follows: 
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is the function adjusting the asymmetric  effect on the volatility. As seen in previous 

research (Forecasting foreign exchange volatility for Value at Risk, 2010) both 

models have tendencies to underestimate the volatility and to react relatively slow 

to sudden structural breaks. The problem most likely originates from the 

assumption of normality in the residuals which in practice may be incorrect for 

financial data and thus contributing with inaccurate estimations for the unknown 

parameters necessary. These assumptions together with the information 

disadvantages with daily data as input may possibly make the ARCH models seem 

less advantageous, but they still manage to be successful in other research studies 

and are still frequently applied in standard practice.   

3. Value-at-Risk 

Value-at-Risk is defined as the loss that is expected to be exceeded with the given 

probability.  For example, a 99% VaR for a certain portfolio is the least amount that 

the portfolio will lose in value in 1% of the worst days. The 1-day-ahead univariate 

VaR that is applied in this paper can be defined as followed: 

 

                      

                       

where the significance level is denoted as   and 

 

                                      

                

The VaR concept is a simple and intuitive measurement of risk without any 

statistical assumptions needed. However, as two of three components in the VaR 

calculation need to be estimated, the performance of VaR heavily depends on 

accurate forecasts and a correctly specified quantile. The Basel Committee supports 

Value-at-Risk as a standard measure of credit risk and recommends a credit buffer 

equal to 10 days worth of VaR (99%) for each portfolio the bank has. Even though it 

is highly unlikely of ten exceptions for a 99% VaR to happen within a short period of 

time this is a valid security as an over-reliance on the measure is unwanted due to 

its imperfections.  VaR does for example not describe the maximum loss for each 

exception and as earlier mentioned does often underestimate (depending on 

volatility model) the market risk. 
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4. Empirical critical value 

The performance of Value-at-risk depends on the standardized return distribution. 

Standardized Returns are often assumed to be normally distributed, however in 

practice the distribution shows a discrepancy between different financial series and 

is also acknowledged of being leptokurtic in addition to displaying skewness 

(Mandelbrot 1963, Fama 1965). In fact, standardized return distributions are not 

constant over time which makes that the assumption of Gaussian distribution 

problematic. An empirical measure can be used as a substitute for assuming a 

theoretical distribution. The empirical distribution is computed by random variables 

from one specific realization of the true theoretical distribution. 

The underlying distribution of the realization is then not necessarily known and no 

unnecessary assumptions are needed.  As returns can theoretically be decomposed 

as  

 

                           

 

assuming that returns are uncorrelated of the conditional variance and that 

               . Standardizing the returns can be done by simply rearranging the 

former decomposition to 

 

   
  

  
 .                    

 

Even when calculating the empirical distribution, compromising is needed since an 

estimate of    is necessary. In this paper Realized Volatility is used as it is the 

estimate that contains the most information and therefore should provide the best 

outcome. The same one year rolling in-sample window that will be used for the 

volatility forecasts is here utilized to calculate the empirical critical value. In each 

window the standardized returns are sorted in ascending order i.e.   ̂            

to   ̂             . The 5% critical value for the next day is then computed by 

 

          
 ̂               ̂             

 
                   

since the 13 lowest values in the window are equal to the lowest five percent. The 

empirical distribution is very exact in the given window with the exception of the 

estimation error that comes with Realized Volatility. However, the empirical CV is 
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only true inside the given time window which not always is sufficient outside the 

window, hence making the window length and potential trends or structure breaks 

big factors in the accuracy of the CV forecasts. 

5. Evaluation tests   

The evaluations of the model's performance will be based on how evenly the 

expectations are dispersed and how close the sum is to the expected value. Of the 

four different tests selected three of them are well established and considered as a 

good complement to each other. The fourth and last test is a new approach in the 

developing stage. To evaluate VaR models each series are converted into a 

sequence of 2 alternatives. If the value is outside the set VaR level is it titled as an 

Exception (value of 1) and otherwise it is  assigned a value of zero. 

5.1 Kupiec 

Kupiec's test determines whether the observed exceptions frequency in the sample 

is within an acceptable range of the expected value. The test views the number of 

exceptions as binomial distributed with the same probability as the VaR model. 

Kupiec (1995) formed a   -distributed test statistic that takes a value of zero if the 

sample exception frequency is equivalent to the given          probability. The 

null hypothesis is denoted as: 

    ̂       

    ̂     

 

             (  
    ̂

    
       

  ̂

  
   )  

Where sample probability is defined as 

  ̂  
  

 
 

and 

    ∑      
 
   . 

 

     is the indicator function that assigns a value of 1 to the observed exceptions 

and zero to the remaining values in the sample. The test statistics have one degree 

of freedom (two choices, 0 and 1) and thus rejected when larger than 3.84 if the 

normal 5% significance level is used. A rejected test statistic indicates that the 
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critical value estimated is wrongly specified and/or that the underlying risk model 

used failed to comprehend the level of risk of the portfolio.  

5.2 Christoffersen's Makarov test 

Kupiec's approach tests whether the sample frequency deviates from the 

theoretical probability. However, it does not tell us anything about how the model 

manages to adapt to clustering in the volatility. VaR models assume independently 

distributed exceptions over time, i.e. the volatility processed by the risk model may 

cluster but the calculated exceptions may not.   

 

Christoffersen (1998) developed an independence test that explicitly looks for 

potential clustering in the exceptions by checking       against the previous day’s 

       . The test is formed as follow: 

                     (
      

           
         

       
      

          
      

   
 )  

    
   

       
 

    
   

       
 

   
       

               
  

 

Whereas     is the number of combinations of i,j (a value of either 0 or 1) and while 

     is equal to        |         Christoffersen's test is also Chi-Square 

distributed with one degree of freedom and therefore rejected if larger than 3.84.  

5.3 Kupiec + Christoffersen 

Merging Kupiec's probability test and Christoffersen's independence test a new and 

more independent evaluation test is made.  The merged test does not have 

additional features other than being calculated jointly rather than individually. 

                                    

 

The combined test will naturally have two degrees of freedom and thus rejected if 

larger than 5.99.  

5.4 Mean Square Distance 

The Mean square distance (MSD) test was developed by Gustafsson & Söderström 

(2010) as an alternative to Christoffersen's and Kupiec's likelihood-ratio tests. By 
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using the position of each exception the distance between them is calculated and 

compared as follows:  

 

                      ∑
                                  

   

 

   

 

 

The test statistics from MSD depend heavily on the set number of observations in 

the window used. MSD statistics with a different window size and/or amount of 

exceptions will not be comparative with each other; this contributes to problems in 

practice as they seldom are the same. To make any sense of the test a cumulative 

distribution is simulated for the set window time as seen in the graph below. 

Graph 5.1 - Cumulative distribution for window size set to 216 obs 
 

 
 

With this it is possible to compare the test statistics to the excepted value and draw 

conclusions thereafter.  The expected value is found right in the middle of the 

bottom axis (             ). By plotting the expected value an additional 

graph with better overview is constructed as follows: 

Graph 5.2 – Expected value of MSD for window size set to 216 obs 
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The MSD measure lack set ground rules for how and when the test is valid. For 

example, analyzing a window period with only one exception with MSD provides no 

further real understanding on how evenly distributed the exceptions are. Therefore 

does MSD makes more sense with a higher number of exceptions within the 

window.  As the most common 99% VaR is expected to result in an exception 1% of 

the 250 trading days per year and consequently forcing very large window sizes if a 

high number of exceptions is wanted. In this thesis are the positions in the 

cumulative distribution used as a tool to make the test comparative. As only the 

simulated distribution is available rather than the theoretical distribution so are the 

measure only a indication. 

6.  Data 

In this study, four different FFX series will be analyzed over a time period of 476 

trading days, each provided by Forex Rate (forexrate.co.uk). All series are sampled 

with both a daily and a 10-minute intraday frequency of exchange spot prices for 

the following currencies: 

 

           U.K Pound 

Euro            US Dollar 

                                     Swedish Krona 

            Japanese Yen  

 

All series display a high instability due to the late 2000s financial crisis making it 

unusually tough to forecast, this combined with the relatively small sample will test 
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the volatility models limits in a less than ideal situation. The period of 467 trading 

days covers a total of 68'300 intra-day observations i.e. 144 observations for each 

trading day. All missing values have been substituted with help of linear 

interpolation (    
         

 
 ) to not underestimate the Realized volatility. 

Logarithmic returns are then used as they have the symmetric property which in 

this case is preferred over the Arithmetic returns that react asymmetrically to 

negative and positive changes.  Logarithmic returns are computed as 

 

      〈
  

    
〉. 

 

All datasets appear to have high autocorrelation within the series (graph 7.3 in 

Appendix) which validates the assumption of homoscedacity.  In order to analyze 

the performance of the models, the sample is divided into two periods, in-sample 

and out-of-sample. The in-sample period is set by a rolling window containing one 

trading year worth of observations; both the empirical distribution and forecasts 

are then made from this range of observations while all evaluation tests are 

calculated from the out-of-sample period.  

7.  Results 

The results are divided into two sections; the first consists of the empirical results 

concerning the deviation in the critical value estimation. In the second section the 

evaluation of each model is presented and analyzed. Rejected values are bolded in 

each tabulation and the combined Kupiec plus Christoffersen's test will be denoted 

as Dual from here on.  

7.1 Empirical versus Gaussian CV 

In this section the empirical versus Gaussian's critical value is presented, whether 

the empirical CV significantly improves the VaR model or not is analyzed in the next 

part. The two following graphs present    ̂    plotted over the out-of-sample time 

period 

  

GRAPH 7.1 - 1% CRITICAL VALUE  
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How much the empirical and normal CV deviate depends on how similar the 

empirical distributions left tail is to the Gaussian (see graph 10.4 in Appendix).  Note 

here that both values are very similar for the EUR/JPY series even though the 

Gaussian distribution was rejected by the Jarque-Bera Test (see table 10.1 in 

Appendix). This is since only the left tail is relevant for the CV which as a result 

enables the empirical distribution to display high skewness in the right tail and still 

get a similar value as the Gaussian distribution.  

 

GRAPH 7.2 - 5% CRITICAL VALUE  

 
 
A higher exceptions frequency results in a more flexible empirical estimate of the 

critical value. The difference between the two methods is notable, especially for 

EUR/USD. Depending on which distribution that is applied here, the estimated 

portfolio risk may change with more than 200 percent. Neglecting to deal with this 

is obviously a major problem and goes to show the importance of deciding a 

suitable approach when calculating Value-at-Risk.  
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7.2 Model evaluation for EUR/JPY 

In the graph below Realized volatility is plotted over time to get an understanding 

of the characteristics of the EUR/JPY series. The two major spikes around the 

second and third month each year are the most problematic features that will test 

the models forecasting performance.  

 

Graph 7.2.1 – Plotted Realized Volatility for EUR/JPY 

 
In table 7.2.1 the results of 99% VaR are presented for all five models. It is clear that 

only the AR model managed to get an acceptable number of exceptions in the out-

of-sample period. The Realized volatility models give the best overall performance 

compared to the ARCH models, although all models struggle with the volatility 

spikes that contribute with a too high exception frequency.  The quantile is 

inconsequential here as both distributions critical values are similar as seen in graph 

7.1.  

Table 7.2.1 – Results for 1% EUR/JPY 

Model Critical Value Kupiec Christoffersen Dual MSD Ex frequency Pr(x<MSD) 

ARMA  
(LnRV) 

1% Normal 4.649188 2.170569 6.819756 1700.571 2.78% 62.57% 

1% Empirical 4.649188 2.170569 6.819756 1700.571 2.78% 62.57% 

GARCH 
1% Normal 6.891610 1.607208 8.498818 1226.500 3.24% 49.17% 

1% Empirical 6.891610 1.607208 8.498818 1226.500 3.24% 49.17% 

EGARCH 
1% Normal 6.891610 1.607208 8.498818 1226.500 3.24% 49.17% 

1% Empirical 6.891610 1.607208 8.498818 1226.500 3.24% 49.17% 

ARMA 
 (√RV) 

1% Normal 4.649188 2.170569 6.819756 1700.571 2.78% 62.57% 

1% Empirical 4.649188 2.170569 6.819756 1700.571 2.78% 62.57% 

AR 
1% Normal 2.751183 2.889539 5.640722 2006.000 2.31% 41.79% 

1% Empirical 2.751183 2.889539 5.640722 2006.000 2.31% 41.79% 
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Corresponding results for 95% VaR is presented below in table 7.2.2. Even though 

almost all models manage to come within the acceptable exception frequency 

range it is still one specific model that once again gives the superior results, the AR 

model.  

 

Table 7.2.2 – Results for 5% EUR/JPY 

Model Critical Value Kupiec Christoffersen Dual MSD Ex frequency Pr(x<MSD) 

ARMA  
(LnRV) 

5% Normal 4.245362 0.182718 4.428080 197.7895 8.33% 10.79% 

5% Empirical 3.213930 0.108734 3.322665 210.3333 7.87% 6.03% 

GARCH 
5% Normal 0.916477 0.010500 0.926978 363.6000 6.48% 43.69% 

5% Empirical 0.444155 0.063619 0.507775 427.5714 6.01% 50.23% 

EGARCH 
5% Normal 0.916477 0.010500 0.926978 388.9333 6.48% 57.97% 

1% Empirical 0.444155 0.063619 0.507775 418.7143 6.01% 45.55% 

ARMA  
(√RV) 

5% Normal 4.245362 0.182718 4.428080 197.7895 8.33% 10.88% 

5% Empirical 2.310264 0.558262 2.868527 254.0000 7.40% 17.56% 

AR 
5% Normal 0.003876 0.317929 0.321805 472.0000 5.09% 12.55% 

5% Empirical 0.003876 0.317929 0.321805 472.0000 5.09% 12.55% 

 

The Mean Square Distance is overall centered on the excepted value, except for the 

RV models for 1% VaR that are displaying an exceptionally good spread of the 

exceptions.   

 

7.3 Model evaluation for EUR/USD 

As seen in graph 7.3.1 does EUR/USD have similar features as the previous series, 

but rather than spikes does it come with two major periods of high volatility. 

EUR/USD is the most problematic series as the one year in-sample rolling window 

seems to be too small to explain the huge variation in the volatility, resulting in a 

series of exceptions after each structural break if the model reacts too slowly. 

 

Graph 7.3.1 – Plotted Realized Volatility for EUR/USD 
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In the following table the implications with a small out-of-sample period are 

obvious. Three of the RV models fail to display even one exception in the 216 

evaluation day period, resulting in type 2 errors when running Kupiec's LR test. The 

chance of getting zero exceptions even when the true exception rate is correct 

decreases with a larger sample size.  As seen in the table below none of the five 

models passes Kupiec's test. However, the Realized volatility models seem to 

preform considerably better overall than the ARCH models.  

   

Table 7.3.1 – Results for 1% EUR/USD 

Model Critical Value Kupiec Christoffersen Dual MSD Ex frequency Pr(x<MSD) 

ARMA  
(LnRV) 

1% Normal 4.341745    0.00%  

1% Empirical 6.891610 0.468987 7.360598 1360.250 3.24% 66.70% 

GARCH 
1% Normal 4.649188 0.342904 4.992092 1817.143 2.78% 71.93% 

1% Empirical 177.5270 1.430962 178.9580 50.60465 19.44% 61.82% 

EGARCH 
1% Normal 4.649188 0.342904 4.992092 1688.571 2.78% 61.34% 

1% Empirical 190.3388 0.703144 191.0420 36.48889 20.37% 3.18% 

ARMA  
(√RV) 

1% Normal 4.341745    0.00%  

1% Empirical 6.891610 0.468987 7.360598 1360.250 3.24% 66.70% 

AR 
1% Normal 4.341745    0.00%  

1% Empirical 4.649188 0.342904 4.992092 1676.000 2.78% 60.41% 

 
The results vary a lot between the empirical and normal distribution due to the 

huge difference in the critical value (seen in graph 7.1). The most affected models 

are the ARCH family, which as earlier mentioned has tendencies to underestimate 

the risk. The underestimation together with the abnormal high CV from the 

empirical distribution is a dangerous combination resulting in an unacceptable high 

frequency rate. 
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Table 7.3.2 – Results for 5% EUR/USD 

Model Critical Value Kupiec Christoffersen Dual MSD Ex frequency Pr(x<MSD) 

ARMA 
(LnRV) 

5% Normal 22.15870    0.00%  

5% Empirical 6.666228 2.420297 9.086524 192.4762 9.26% 45.79% 

GARCH 
5% Normal 5.398063 3.010173 8.408235 306.4000 8.80% 95.30% 

5% Empirical 116.2928 0.411196 116.7040 23.10000 27.31% 18.65% 

EGARCH 
5% Normal 3.213930 1.901664 5.115594 297.7778 7.87% 74.22% 

1% Empirical 120.2475 0.202554 120.4501 19.93443 27.78% 1.37% 

ARMA 
(√RV) 

5% Normal 22.15870    0.00%  

5% Empirical 5.398063 3.010173 8.408235 205.7000 8.80% 39.11% 

AR 
5% Normal 22.15870    0.00%  

5% Empirical 4.245362 1.452635 5.697997 217.1579 8.33% 28.69% 

7.4 Model evaluation for EUR/GBP 

The EUR/GBP series has the same characteristics as previous data-set and will thus 

present similar empirical results. 

Graph 7.4.1 – Plotted Realized Volatility for EUR/GBP 

 
The dangerous combination of an ARCH model together with an empirical critical 

value does once again produce an unacceptable high frequency rate just like in the 

previous case. Nevertheless, we get better results than for the prior EUR/USD series 

as it appeared to be more unstable and extreme in its peaks.  

Table 7.4.1 – Results for 1% EUR/GBP 

Model Critical Value Kupiec Christoffersen Dual MSD Ex frequency Pr(x<MSD) 

ARMA 
(LnRV) 

1% Normal 0.786065 0.009302 0.795367 14265.00 0.46% 46.78% 

1% Empirical 0.294328 0.084510 0.378838 4027.500 1.39% 35.12% 

GARCH 
1% Normal 0.294328 0.084510 0.378838 3982.500 1.39% 33.59% 

1% Empirical 9.430296 0.615536 10.04583 924.8889 3.70% 37.38% 

EGARCH 1% Normal 0.294328 0.084510 0.378838 5265.000 1.39% 74.83% 
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1% Empirical 12.22925 0.782855 13.01211 728.0000 4.17% 28.85% 

ARMA 
(√RV) 

1% Normal 0.786065 0.009302 0.795367 22689.00 0.46% 97.35% 

1% Empirical 0.294328 0.084510 0.378838 4297.500 1.39% 46.70% 

AR 
1% Normal 4.341745    0.00%  

1% Empirical 0.294328 0.084510 0.378838 4297.500 1.39% 46.70% 

 

Table 7.4.2 – Results for 5% EUR/GBP 

Model Critical Value Kupiec Christoffersen Dual MSD Ex frequency Pr(x<MSD) 

ARMA 
(LnRV) 

5% Normal 0.063894 0.971255 1.035149 600.7273 4.63% 26.42% 

5% Empirical 2.310264 0.558262 2.868527 243.2941 7.41% 10.64% 

GARCH 
5% Normal 0.444155 0.063619 0.507775 376.0000 6.02% 23.01% 

5% Empirical 3.213930 0.343084 3.557014 227.7778 7.87% 17.08% 

EGARCH 
5% Normal 0.444155 0.063619 0.507775 413.5714 6.02% 43.05% 

1% Empirical 4.245362 0.182718 4.428080 206.9474 8.33% 18.23% 

ARMA 
(√RV) 

5% Normal 0.836361 0.615536 1.451897 789.1111 3.70% 10.56% 

5% Empirical 2.310264 0.558262 2.868527 242.5882 7.41% 10.15% 

AR 
5% Normal 1.599036 0.468987 2.068023 1149.500 3.24% 37.08% 

5% Empirical 0.916477 0.010500 0.926978 306.5333 6.48% 10.28% 

 

7.5 Model evaluation for EUR/SEK 

The Swedish Krona managed to avoid the second period of high instability in 2010 

and instead stabilized at a low volatility level. As the in-sample consist of the whole 

high volatility period to later stabilize right as the out-of-sample period starts we 

get estimation problems though.  

Graph 7.5.1 – Plotted Realized Volatility for EUR/SEK 

 
The structure break right at the beginning of the out-of-sample period (January 

2010) leads to an overestimation of the risk at the start as all forecast models are 

fitted to the high volatility period. The RV models are especially affected by this as 
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the ARCH models already underestimate the risk and accordingly getting good 

results in this particular scenario.   

Table 7.5.1 – Results for 1% EUR/SEK 

Model Critical Value Kupiec Christoffersen Dual MSD Ex frequency Pr(x<MSD) 

ARMA 
(LnRV) 

1% Normal 4.341745    0.00%  

1% Empirical 0.294328 0.084510 0.378838 4195.500 1.39% 42.66% 

GARCH 
1% Normal 2.751183 0.236989 2.988172 2336.333 2.31% 67.08% 

1% Empirical 9.430296 1.160518 10.59081 1402.667 3.70% 91.62% 

EGARCH 
1% Normal 2.751183 0.236989 2.988172 2336.333 2.31% 67.08% 

1% Empirical 18.50190 0.317929 18.81983 958.8333 5.09% 97.74% 

ARMA 
(√RV) 

1% Normal 462.9558 0.084870 463.0407 11.21951 37.5% 0.67% 

1% Empirical 1.265367 0.150952 1.416319 2919.600 1.85% 48.92% 

AR 
1% Normal 4.341745    0.00%  

1% Empirical 4.341745    0.00%  

 

Table 7.5.2 – Results for 5% EUR/SEK 

Model Critical Value Kupiec Christoffersen Dual MSD Ex frequency Pr(x<MSD) 

ARMA 
(LnRV) 

5% Normal 5.876878 0.150952 6.027831 3106.800 1.85% 59.56% 

5% Empirical 1.541680 2.086172 3.627852 260.2500 6.94% 5.40% 

GARCH 
5% Normal 0.063894 0.529259 0.593153 1116.000 4.63% 97.26% 

5% Empirical 9.528580 0.389773 9.918353 178.3478 10.19% 68.49% 

EGARCH 
5% Normal 0.135684 0.164643 0.300327 562.0000 5.56% 73.67% 

1% Empirical 8.044638 0.496177 8.540816 199.4545 9.72% 73.05% 

ARMA 
(√RV) 

5% Normal 8.207201 0.084510 8.291711 4195.500 1.39% 42.21% 

5% Empirical 1.541680 0.000905 1.542584 283.0000 6.94% 16.59% 

AR 
5% Normal 15.30166 0.009302 15.31096 17905.00 0.46% 73.11% 

5% Empirical 2.657975 0.285068 2.943044 1815.714 2.78% 71.69% 

 

Noteworthy here is that the empirical critical values manage to adjust to the 

structural break when together with a RV model whilst the Gaussian critical value 

tends to produce an unacceptable exception frequency. The two ARCH models with 

Gaussian CV that manage to pass the Kupiec test actually display a very uneven 

spread of the exceptions even though Christoffersen's test does not reject them for 

clustering. 

8.  Conclusion 

All models were tested under a harsh condition with an unpractical small data 

sample and an ongoing financial crisis. Nonetheless, the outcome clearly indicates 

that time series models fitted to Realized volatility together with an empirical 

critical value display the most flexible and accurate results. Whereas the ARCH 
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models show a strong incompatibility with Critical values taken from the empirical 

distribution and are therefore not recommended to apply in practice.  

 

However, the objective of this paper was not only to determine what model that 

has the most accurate forecastability but also to address practical problems and 

assumptions that arise when using these tests.  Notably, Christoffersen's LR test 

was not rejected even once; this is particularly interesting as exception frequencies 

as high as 37.5% was verified. Even in cases where Mean Square Distance indicated 

extremely unevenly distributed exceptions so did Christoffersen's test take no 

notice. Drawing conclusions regarding volatility clustering from whether an 

exception occurred the previous day or not may be insufficient as an independence 

test.    

 

As for the sample size, 216 trading days out-of-sample period is simply not enough 

to evaluate a 99% VaR. Both Christoffersen's LR test and the MSD measure require 

at least one exception to be able to produce any results at all; the out-of-sample 

size should therefore be set large enough so that such an event is highly unlikely.  

 

Furthermore, the Mean Square Distance test still needs more developing as it is 

lacking in definite ground rules as how the test should be used to be comparable 

even though the out-of-sample size and exception frequency differ.  In this thesis 

the position in the simulated cumulative distribution is used as a solution but for 

further study the theoretical distribution for the Mean Square Distance should be 

derived if a further use of the measure is desired. The simulated distribution can 

only be used as a guideline and not as an exact measure when comparing the 

different models.   
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10.  Appendix 

Graph 10.1 – Plot of Price Data 
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Graph 10.2 – Plot of Realized Volatility  

 

 

Graph 10.3 - REALIZED Volatility Correlogram 
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Graph 10.4 – Distribution of standardized returns 

 

Table 10.1 – Distribution of standardized returns 

 Returns standardized by √   as estimate of σ 

 EUR/BGP EUR/SEK EUR/USD EUR/JPY 
     

Mean -0.03606 -0.05715 -0.00315 -0.01624 

Skewness -0.00377 -0.04603 -0.05969 -0.33878 

Kurtosis 2.45123 3.18318 2.64013 3.34074 

Jarque-Bera 5.97387 0.83368 2.85117 11.4085 

Probability 
 

0.05044 0.65912 0.24036 0.00333 
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